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Abstract
In this paper, we focus on Czech complex predicates formed by a light verb and a predicative noun expressed as the direct object. Although
Czech – as an inflectional language encoding syntactic relations via morphological cases – provides an excellent opportunity to study
the distribution of valency complements in the syntactic structure with complex predicates, this distribution has not been described so
far. On the basis of a manual analysis of the richly annotated data from the Prague Dependency Treebank, we thus formulate principles
governing this distribution. In an automatic experiment, we verify these principles on well-formed syntactic structures from the Prague
Dependency Treebank and the Prague Czech-English Dependency Treebank with very satisfactory results: the distribution of 97% of
valency complements in the surface structure is governed by the proposed principles. These results corroborate that the surface structure
formation of complex predicates is a regular process.
Keywords:Czech complex predicates, distribution of valency complements, formal rules

1. Introduction
Multiword expressions (MWEs) have proven to be a serious
challenge for NLP (Sag et al., 2002). From various types of
MWEs, those that involve verbs are of great significance
as the verb is the syntactic center of the sentence. In this
paper, we focus on one type of Czech verbal MWEs – on
complex predicates with light verbs (CPs). CPs consist of
two syntactic elements – the light verb and a predicative
noun, adjective, adverb or verb – which function together
as a single predicative unit. With respect to the wide range
of issues, we limit our study to a central type of Czech CPs
– to those CPs in which the predicative noun is expressed
as the direct object (e.g., vést jednání ‘to hold talks’, mít
potíže ‘to have difficulties’, udělat chybu ‘to make a mis-
take’, dostat příkaz ‘to get an order’). We aim to formulate
principles governing the surface structure of these CPs and
to verify these principles on corpus data.
CPs exhibit a discrepancy between syntax and semantics.
Their syntactic center is the light verb, which requires the
predicative noun as one of its valency complements. Their
semantic core is, however, the predicative noun, which se-
lects the light verb (Algeo, 1995). Both the light verb and
the predicative noun typically contribute their valency com-
plements to the syntactic structure of CPs. See examples (1)
and (2) with the verb dostat ‘to get’. Unlike the syntactic
structure with the predicative verb dostat ‘to get’ in (1), the
structure with the CP dostat příkaz in (2) is constructed of
both valency complements of the light verb dostat ‘to get’
and complements of the predicative noun příkaz ‘order’,
which adds the valency complement střílet ‘to shoot’ to the
resulting structure.

(1) Vojáci dostali od velitele zbraně.
soldiers – got – from – the commander – guns
‘The soldiers got guns from the commander.’

(2) Vojáci dostali od velitele rozkaz střílet.
soldiers – got – from the commander – the order –
to shoot

‘The soldiers got the order to shoot from the com-
mander.’

The CP usually provides a redundant number of valency
slots for the expression of participants of the action denoted
by the given CP. As a result, some valency complements of
the light verb and of the predicative noun within CPs typ-
ically corefer. As a consequence of this coreference, only
several verbal and nominal complements are expressed in
the surface structure of well formed sentences with CPs.
To determine which valency complements of the light verb
and which complements of the predicative noun should be
present in the surface structure and which should be omitted
from the surface, i.e., to determine the distribution of these
valency complements, represents a substantial task of the
current theoretical and computational linguistics.
Although Czech as an inflectional language gives us reli-
able clues in a form of morphological forms for determin-
ing whether a valency complement expressed on the surface
belongs to the light verb or to the predicative noun, none of
the works focused on Czech CPs, see esp. Radimský (2010)
andMacháčková (1994), provides an explicit description of
the distribution of verbal and nominal complements in the
surface structure with CPs.
For other languages, several formal mechanisms describ-
ing the distribution of complements of the light verb and
the predicative noun in the surface structure of CPs have
been proposed: see e.g. argument merger (Grimshaw and
Mester, 1988), argument fusion (Butt, 2010), argument
composition (Hinrichs et al., 1998), and also Alonso Ramos
(2007). However, to our best knowledge, none of these
mechanisms have been verified on corpus data.
The main goal of this paper is thus twofold: (i) to formu-
late principles governing the distribution of valency com-
plements of the light verb and the predicative noun in sur-
face structures of Czech CPs and (ii) to verify these princi-
ples on well-formed structures of CPs.
Our study takes advantage of the theoretical results formu-
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lated in Kettnerová and Lopatková (2015) and applies these
results to corpus data. In our experiment, we make use of
the language data from the Prague Dependency Treebank
3.0 (Bejček et al., 2013, PDT),1 which is linked with the
valency lexicon PDT-Vallex (Urešová et al., 2014).2 The
rich annotation of the PDT allows us to observe valency
complements of the light verb and the predicative noun and
coreferential relations between them. However, the number
of CPs in this corpus is limited. We thus supplemented the
data from the PDT with the data from the Czech part of the
Prague Czech-English Dependency Treebank 2.0 (Hajič et
al., 2012).3 Both these treebanks use the same theoretical
background, the Functional Generative Description (FGD),
see esp. (Sgall et al., 1986), and their annotation guidelines
are thus very similar. However, the annotation of CPs in
the PCEDT is not complete. For this reason, we formulated
principles for the distribution of valency complements in the
surface structure of CPs on the data from the PDT. Then we
verified the proposed principles on both the data from the
PDT and the data from the PCEDT. However, with respect
to the incomplete information on CPs in the PCEDT, the
results from this corpus had to go through a manual correc-
tion.
The paper is structured as follows. First, we introduce the
annotation principles of CPs adopted in the PDT, see Sec-
tion 2. Second, on the basis of the manual analysis of the
data from the PDT, we propose principles governing the
distribution of valency complements in syntactic structures
of Czech CPs and we evaluate cases where the formulated
principles incorrectly determine this distribution. On the
basis of this evaluation, we slightly modify the proposed
principles, see Section 3. Finally, we verify these princi-
ples by applying them to the data from the PDT and from
the Czech part of the PCEDT, see Section 4.

2. Complex Predicates in the PDT
On the tectogrammatical layer of the PDT (representing the
deep syntactic structure of a sentence in the form of a tree
with labeled nodes and edges), a CP is represented by two
nodes: by a node representing the light verb and by a node
representing the predicative noun. The node representing
the light verb is assigned a functor (a syntactic-semantic la-
bel indicating the relation of a dependent node to its govern-
ing node) according to the function of the CP in the sentence
structure, typically PRED for a predicate. The node of the
dependent predicative noun – which is represented as a di-
rect daughter of the light verb – is given the functor CPHR
(compound phraseme), see below Figure 1.

2.1. Valency frames
In the first step of the annotation of CPs on the tectogram-
matical layer, both the light verb and the predicative noun
within CPs were assigned their respective valency frames
from the PDT-Vallex lexicon. In PDT-Vallex, the deep
syntactic structure of a CP is described by a valency frame
of the light verb and by a valency frame of the predica-
tive noun. These frames are modeled as sequences of

1http://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/pdt3.0
2http://lindat.mff.cuni.cz/services/PDT-Vallex/
3http://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/pcedt2.0/en/index.html

valency slots: each slot stands for one valency comple-
ment. It consists of a functor and a surface syntactic form
(specifying surface dependency relation and morphological
form). Moreover, the information whether the complement
is obligatory or optional is specified in the frame.

• The valency frame of the light verb typically corre-
sponds to the valency frame of its predicative verb
counterpart. The only exception is the functor CPHR
labeling the predicative noun. The surface form of the
CPHR is in the lexicon represented by a list of pred-
icative nouns and their morphological form. See the
simplified valency frame of the predicative verb (PV)
dostat ‘to get’ in (3) and the light verb (LV) dostat ‘to
get’ in (5) and examples illustrating these frames in (4)
and (6), respectively:4

(3) dostatPV : ACT1 PAT4 ?ORIGod+2,z+2

‘to get’
(4) JanaACT:1 dostala od otceORIG:od+2 nové koloPAT:4.

JaneACT – got – from fatherORIG – new bicyclePAT

‘Jane got a new bicycle from her father.’
(5) dostatLV : ACT1 CPHR{příkaz,...}4 ?ORIGod+2,z+2

‘to get’
(6) JanaACT:1 dostala od otceORIG:od+2 příkazCPHR:4 pohlí-

dat mladšího bratra.
JaneACT – got – from fatherORIG – orderCPHR – to
watch – younger – brother
‘Jane was ordered by her father to watch her
younger brother.’

• The valency frame of the predicative noun (PN) under-
lies the usage of the noun in nominal structures. See
the valency frame of the predicative noun příkaz ‘or-
der’ (7) and example documenting this frame in (8):

(7) příkazPN : ACT2,u ADDR3 PATk+3,f,aby,ať,že,c

‘order’
(8) OtcůvACT:u příkaz JaněADDR:3, (aby pohlídala

mladšího bratra)PAT:aby, nebyl spravedlivý.
‘Father‘sACT order to JaneADDR (to watch her
younger brother)PAT was not fair.’

2.2. Distinguishing Verbal and Nominal
Complements

In the second step of the annotation of CPs on the tectogram-
matical layer, annotators had to determine whether a va-
lency complement expressed in the surface structure of the
given sentence belongs to the light verb or to the predica-
tive noun. In most instances, morphological forms of va-
lency complements unambiguously identify to which va-
lency frame a certain complement falls. See the valency
frame of the light verb dostat ‘to get’ repeated in (9)
and the frame of the predicative noun příkaz repeated in
(10), which form the tectogrammatical structure of the CP
dostat příkaz ‘to get an order’. The following repeated ex-

4The question mark in valency frames indicates optional va-
lency complements. The numbers refer to respective morphologi-
cal cases. f indicates infinitive, u possessive pronoun or adjective
and c dependent content clause introduced by a relative pronoun
or adverb. The dependent content clauses introduced by conjunc-
tions are represented by the respective conjunctions.
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ample (11) illustrates this CP. The nominative case iden-
tifies ACT, the prepositional group od+2 identifies ORIG,
and the accusative identifies CPHR from the valency frame
of the light verb. The infinitive indicates PAT from the va-
lency frame of the predicative noun.

(9) dostatLV : ACT1 CPHR{příkaz,...}4 ?ORIGod+2,z+2

‘to get’
(10) příkazPN : ACT2,u ADDR3 PATk+3,f,aby,ať,že,c

‘order’
(11) JanaV:ACT:1 dostala od otceV:ORIG:od+2 příkazV:CPHR:4

pohlídatN:PAT:f mladšího bratra.
JaneV:ACT – got – from fatherV:ORIG – orderV:CPHR – to
watchN:PAT – younger – brother
‘Jane was ordered by her father to watch her
younger brother.’

In certain cases, however, a valency complement expressed
on the surface has the same form in the valency frame of
both the light verb and the predicative noun. In this case,
the complement was treated as a complement of the light
verb. Although these cases require further investigation,
several indications (esp. diatheses and word order) justify
the adopted convention.

2.3. Ellipsis of Valency Complements
As the final step of the annotation of CPs on the tec-
togrammatical layer, all obligatory valency complements
not present on the surface (but present in the valency frames,
i.e., in the deep syntactic structure) were added. Valency
complements omitted from the surface structure with CPs
can be esp. of the following types:

• #QCor: an actant5 omitted from the surface structure
due to grammatical ellipsis: the omitted actant is in
grammatical coreference (so called quasi control) with
a coreferred element. This coreference reflects the fact
that certain valency complements of light verbs and
predicative nouns within CPs are referentially identi-
cal (see Figure 1).

• #PersPron: an actant omitted from the surface struc-
ture due to textual ellipsis: the omitted actant is in tex-
tual coreferencewith a coreferred element. In addition,
it represents the null subject of the governing verb of
a clause which is omitted on the surface due to Czech
being a pro-drop language. Moreover, it can substitute
personal or possessive pronoun.

• #Gen: an actant omitted from the surface which is sub-
ject to systemic grammatical ellipsis. This actant refers
to entities usual or typical in the given situation which
can be determined from a broad context. This actant is
not in any type of coreference.

• #Oblfm: an omitted obligatory free modification
which is subject to different types of ellipsis.

5In accordance with the FGD, valency complements are di-
vided into actants (roughly corresponding to arguments) and free
modifications (corresponding to adjuncts) (Panevová, 1994).

For example, ACT and ADDR from the valency frame
of the predicative noun příkaz ‘order’, although not ex-
pressed on the surface, are added to the tectogrammatical
structure with the CP dostat příkaz ‘to get an order’ given
in (11). See the valency frame of the light verb dostat in (9)
and the frame of the predicative noun příkaz in (10) in Sec-
tion 2.2. The simplified tectogrammatical tree of this sen-
tence is displayed in Figure 1.

Jana

ACT

otec

ORIG

#QCor

ACT

příkaz

CPHR

pohlídat

PAT

bratr

PAT

dostat

PRED

#QCor

ADDR

#Cor

ACT

mladý

RSTR

Jane father order

watch

brother

get

young

Figure 1: The simplified tectogrammatical structure of the
sentence in example (11) (an orange oval shows the re-
spective CP, blue squares mark the nodes that are not
present on the surface and brown arrows indicate grammat-
ical coreference).

2.4. Basic Statistics
The data from the PDT with its rich annotation provides a
solid basis for the study of such a complex language phe-
nomenon as CPs are. However, the number of CPs in the
PDT is limited to 2,778 instances of CPs in 2,558 sentences.
We restricted our experiment to the CPs in which the light
verb has a finite active form and the predicative noun is
expressed as its direct object in prepositionless accusative
as these CPs represent the most frequent and central type
of Czech CPs.
In addition, these CPs have to be realized in the same clause;
this requirement filters out those instances in which the
predicative noun is relativized. In these cases, the functor
CPHR is typically assigned to a relative pronoun referring
to the predicative noun. As valency frames are not assigned
to pronouns, these cases are not relevant for our experiment.
In the PDT, 1,695 instances of CPs satisfy the given condi-
tions. This number was determined by means of the PML-
TQ search engine, a tool for processing complex queries
over the data in the PDT and in the PDT-Vallex lexicon
(Pajas and Štěpánek, 2009), see Figure 2 displaying an ex-
ample of such a complex query.
We divided the selected instances of CPs into two portions:
the first portion (659 CPs, i.e., 40% of the given instances)
were subject to a manual analysis and the second portion
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direct object

0x

in accusative

a-node

m/tag !~ "^.f"

v-element $frame_element
(functor in {"ACT","PAT","ADDR","ORIG","EFF"}
or type = "oblig")

v-frame

t-node $verb
gram/diatgram = "act"

t-node $VC
functor = $frame_element.functor
functor != "CPHR"

a-node

m/tag ~ "^R"

t-node $cphr
functor = "CPHR"

a-node

m/tag ~ "^....4"

Output filters: >> give distinct $verb.id,$cphr.id,$frame_element.functor

a/aux.rf
a/lex.rf
child
echild
val_frame.rf

finite form

Figure 2: An example of a PML-TQ query in its graphical form. The query finds light verbs (the top node marked as $verb)
expressed in a finite active form having a dependent predicative noun ($cphr) realized as direct object in prepositionless
accusative. As output this query gives all verbal complements ($VC) (except for CPHR (other than $cphr)) that are in the
valency frame of the $verb in the PDT-Vallex.

(1,036 CPs, i.e., 60% of the given instances) were used in
an automatic experiment.
First, we manually analyzed the distribution of 2,034 va-
lency complements in the surface structure belonging to 659
CPs from the first portion of the selected CPs in order to es-
tablish principles governing their distribution in the surface
structure, see Section 3.
Second, 3,264 valency complements of 1,036 CPs from
the second portion of the selected data were used in the
automatic experiment. To extend the data for the experi-
ment, we made use of the Czech part of the PCEDT, con-
taining a manually annotated Czech translation of the Penn
Treebank-Wall Street Journal texts. The PCEDT contains
2,116 CPs of the above given type which have 2,649 va-
lency complements in total, see Section 4.
Let us stress that from both the analysis and the experiment,
we excluded valency complements of light verbs labeled
with the CPHR functor because the expression of this va-
lency complement is already given by our criteria for the
selection of CPs (we made use only those CPs in which
CPHR is expressed as the direct object in prepositionless
accusative).

3. Manual Analysis
In the manual analysis, we have identified that the main
role in the distribution of valency complements in the sur-
face structure of CPs is played by the grammatical corefer-
ence of quasi control. This type of coreference is specific
to CPs within which pairs of verbal and nominal valency
complements typically share the same reference, i.e., they
refer to the same entity, see Section 2.3.
For example, in the sentence with the CP dostat příkaz ‘to
get an order’ in (11) in Section 2.2., both the verbalACT and
the nominal ADDR refer to a person to whom the order is
given (Jana ‘Jane’). At the same time, both the verbalORIG
and the nominal ACT refer to a person who gives the order
(otec ‘father’). We can observe that from the coreferring
pairs of valency complements only the verbal ones, ACT
and ORIG, are expressed in the surface structure of the sen-
tence. See Figure 1 in Section 2.3. in which the verbal ACT

and ORIG, which are expressed on the surface, are repre-
sented by their respective lemmas, Jana ‘Jane’ and otec ‘fa-
ther’, respectively, whereas the nominal ACT and ADDR,
which are not expressed on the surface, are represented by
the lemma #QCor. From the nominal complements, only
PAT, which does not corefer with any verbal complement,
is expressed on the surface. See Figure 1 in which the PAT
is represented by the lemma pohlídat ‘to watch’.

3.1. Principles of the Distribution
As the same principles of the distribution of verbal and
nominal complements in the surface structure hold for most
manually analyzed CPs from the PDT, we formulated two
basic principles:
(i) from the valency frame of the light verb, only those

complements are expressed on the surface that are
in the coreference of quasi control with any nominal
ones,

(ii) from the valency frame of the predicative noun, only
those complements are expressed on the surface that
are not in the coreference of quasi control with any
verbal ones.

These principles apply only to those valency complements
of light verbs and predicative nouns that belong to their va-
lency frames, i.e., to those complements that form the syn-
tactic core of well-formed sentences. Optional free modifi-
cations expressing circumstances such as time, place, direc-
tion, manner, etc. were left aside. Recall that the comple-
ment with the functor CPHR was excluded from the analy-
sis as its surface realization is given by conditions on CPs,
see Section 2.4.
The manual analysis has shown that these principles cor-
rectly determine the distribution of 92.1% of valency com-
plements in the surface structure (the distribution of 1,873
out of 2,034 valency complements in total complies with
the proposed principles), see Table 1. The principles were
violated by 7.9% of valency complements (the distribution
of 161 complements in total does not conform the above
given principles). See Table 2 summarizing the results of
the manual analysis.
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PDT

CPs 659
All complements 2,034

Verbal complements 796
Nominal complements 1,238

Table 1: Basic statistics on the manual analysis.

Distribution Correct Incorrect

All complements 1,873 161
92.1% 7.9%

Verbal complements 653 143
32.1% 7.0%

Nominal complements 1,220 18
60.0% 0.9%

Table 2: Statistics on the distribution of valency comple-
ments in the surface structure of CPs governed by the pro-
posed principles.

Let us remark that valency complements subject to other
types of ellipsis than that brought about by the coreference
of quasi control, see Section 2.3., were treated as expressed
on the surface. This treatment is supported by the obser-
vation that unlike the valency complements subject to the
coreference of quasi control these valency complements can
be easily added to the surface sentence with CPs. Moreover,
if we restricted our experiment only to sentences with CPs
where ellipsis as a consequence of the coreference of quasi
control is present, the number of sentences would be rather
low.

3.2. Modification of the Principles
In the final step of the manual analysis, we analyzed va-
lency complements whose distribution in the surface struc-
ture does not comply with the proposed principles (161
cases, see Table 2 in Section 3.1.). A certain portion of these
cases arises from annotation errors (e.g., missing valency
complements, incorrect coreference relations). However,
there is one type of cases which is not governed by the above
given principles despite not being brought about by annota-
tion errors.
We observe that principle (i) incorrectly determines the dis-
tribution of such verbal ACT that can be characterized as an
instigator of the action denoted by a given CP (64 cases out
of 161 incorrectly distributed complements). This ACT is
expressed on the surface although it is not in the corefer-
ence of quasi control with any nominal complement. See
example (12) and its tectogrammatical structure displayed
in Figure 3:

(12) TelevizeV:Instigator:ACT dává i další příležitosti k pod-
nikání.
‘The televisionV:Instigator:ACT gives even more opportu-
nities for business.’

As a result of the evaluation, we modified the principles
governing the distribution of verbal complements proposed

televize

ACT

#Gen

ADDR

#QCor

ACT

příležitost

CPHR

#Cor
ACT

podnikání

PAT

i

RHEM

další

RSTR

dávat

PRED

television opportunity

business even more

give

Figure 3: The simplified tectogrammatical structure of the
sentence in example (12).

in Section 3.1. in the following way:
(i) from the valency frame of the light verb, the following

valency complements are expressed on the surface:
- ACT, regardless of its coreference of quasi con-
trol,

- all the remaining complements that are in the
coreference of quasi control with any nominal
ones,

(ii) from the valency frame of the predicative noun, the
following valency complements are expressed on the
surface:

- all complements that are not in the coreference
of quasi control with any verbal ones.

Although principle (ii) underlying the distribution of nom-
inal complements does not require any modification, the
manual analysis revealed rare cases in which the nominal
complement ACT is expressed on the surface despite its
coreference with the verbal ACT. For example, in (13) the
nominal ACT corefers with the verbal ACT and it is still
expressed on the surface. These cases, however, do not vi-
olate principle (ii) as this coreference is not the coreference
of quasi control and such complements are thus treated in
accordance with principle (ii) as expressed on the surface.

(13) NikdoV:ACT nevěnuje lásce celý svůjN:ACT čas.
‘NobodyV:ACT gives love all theirN:ACT time.’

4. Experiment
To verify the proposed principles, we have applied them
to 3,264 valency complements pertaining to the second por-
tion of the data selected from the PDT comprising 1,036
CPs in total, see Table 3. First, we identified the light
verb and the predicative noun for each CP on the basis
of the annotation, see Section 2. Then all valency com-
plements of the light verb (except for CPHR) and all com-
plements of the predicative noun within the given CP were
automatically extracted from their valency frames stored
in the PDT-Vallex. Moreover, the information on the coref-
erence of quasi control between verbal and nominal comple-
ments within the given CPs recorded in the PDT was used.
Second, for each extracted valency complement, we have
applied the above given principles to determine whether it
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PDT PCEDT

CPs 1,036 2,116
All complements 3,264 N/A

Complements of verbs 1,293 2,649
Complements of nouns 1,971 N/A

Table 3: Basic statistics on the automatic experiment.

should be or whether it should not be expressed in the sur-
face structure. As a result, each valency complement
of the light verb and of the predicative noun within the
given CP was assigned a binary value.
Finally, in sẽntence with the given CP in the PDT, we auto-
matically verified whether each assigned value is correct or
not. As a result, we found out that the distribution of 97.0%
of valency complements follows the proposed principles.
The distribution of valency complements was incorrectly
determined only in 97 cases. These results show that the
proposed principles are quite reliable in predicting the dis-
tribution of complements in the surface structure with CPs,
see Table 4.

Distribution Correct Incorrect

All complements 3,167 97
97.0% 3.0%

Verbal complements 1,206 87
36.9% 2.7%

Nominal complements 1,961 10
60.1% 0.3%

Table 4: Statistics on the distribution of valency comple-
ments in the surface structure of CPs from the PDT gov-
erned by the proposed rules.

To obtain more data, we made use of the Czech part of the
PCEDT, see above Table 3. However, the annotation of
CPs in the PCEDT is not as rich as in the PDT. The main
difference lies in the annotation of predicative nouns: only
a part of deverbal predicative nouns were assigned all va-
lency complements from their valency frames; the remain-
ing predicative nouns – even if the noun is part of a CP –
were assigned only those complements that are expressed in
the surface structure. As a result, information on the coref-
erence of quasi control is missing. For these reasons, the
principle determining the distribution of nominal comple-
ments in the surface structure of CPs was not verifiable on
the PCEDT data and the principles for the distribution of
verbal complements could not be tested using the corefer-
ence of quasi control, see Section 3.2. These principles were
applied in the experiment even though we were aware that
results would necessarily be negatively biased, see Table 5.
The results then had to be manually checked as the informa-
tion on the coreference of quasi control was not available.
One half of the incorrectly distributed valency complements
were processed by a human annotator. The annotator had
to indicate whether these verbal complements really vio-
late the proposed principles or whether the perceived non-
adherence to the principles is only due to the missing infor-

Distribution Correct Incorrect

Verbal complements 2,116 533
79.9% 20.1%

Table 5: Statistics on the distribution of valency comple-
ments in the surface structure of CPs from the PCEDT gov-
erned by the proposed rules.

Distribution Correct Incorrect

Verbal complements 1,252 68
94.8% 5.2%

Table 6: Statistics on the manually corrected distribution of
valency complements in the surface structure of CPs from
the PCEDT governed by the proposed rules.

mation on the coreference of quasi control. The manually
corrected results show that the proposed principles deter-
mine the distribution of almost 95% of verbal complements,
which corresponds to the results obtained frommore precise
but small data of the PDT, see Table 6.

5. Conclusion
We have formulated principles for the distribution of va-
lency complements in the surface structure of Czech com-
plex predicates which provide a solid basis for study
of this distribution. We have verified these principles
on the data from the PDT and the PCEDT with very sat-
isfactory results. From a theoretical point of view, the re-
sult of our experiment supports the assumption that the sur-
face structure formation of CPs is regular enough to be
described on the rule basis. From a computational point
of view, the proposed principles can greatly assist in gen-
eration of well-formed structures with complex predicates.
Our experiment further shows that the information on va-
lency complements of the light verb and complements of
the predicative noun and at the same time the information
on coreferential relations between them is beneficial for this
task. In the future, this experiment should be extended
to other languages to verify if the proposed principles based
on the given types of information hold cross-linguistically.
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